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What’s
©××Ä¬Ä¤ɍ
If you had told me at the start of March that I would be writing the introduction to this
quarter’s Yorkshire Finance Leaders magazine in the fourth week of a lockdown in the UK,
I don’t think many people would blame me for thinking you were slightly over-exaggerating
the threat of the COVID-19 crisis on our country and the economy.
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+CYËÄĈÚÃÞ½üË£.Yǿȁ©Ä¤Þ
]æõc½Ëæɇ&½Ë½Ã×½ËüÚ]Úõ¬Þ
Partner at BDO discusses the IR35 changes.
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Why are employers who pay the National
C¬Ä¬ÃêÃs¤Þæ¬½½¬Ä¤ĈÄü+CYɍ
Employers are suddenly struggling to
ËÃ×½üö¬æ©æ©Ú¤ê½æ¬ËÄÞæ©æ¤ËõÚÄ¬æɌ
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What makes you unique?
Mark Lister, Regional Finance Director,
.ÄêÞæÚ¬½sËËɚêÚË×ɛ¬õ¬Þ¬ËÄɇ
Sherwin-Williams.

Yet here we are, after what has been
an unprecedented period, and the
prospect of at least another three weeks
under these conditions, with potentially
many more weeks, months or years of
an uncertain future for many businesses
across the region.
My immediate thoughts for anyone
reading this are that I hope your business
is adapting and coping as well as it can do
in these uncertain times, and my thoughts
Úö¬æ©ÄüËÄö©Ë©Þ£Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ
personal and professional challenges.

Ë££êÚ½Ëê¤©ÞæąɇæË£ÚÚ¬Ä¤æ©
next quarter’s VAT payments. This will
undoubtedly lead to many businesses
¬Ä¤½æËÞêÚõ¬õÄÚê¬½æ©¬Ú
êÞ¬ÄÞÞ×½ÄÞ£ËÚæ©£êæêÚɇ©ËöõÚ
with such unprecedented measures,
æ©õ¬½ö¬½½½öüÞ¬Äæ©æ¬½ɇ
and time will only tell the extent of
the challenge to ensure payments
are made accurately and on time.
In this edition of our magazine, which
has been the product of three months’
hard work by my team and some of

.Ã½ÞËĈÚÃ½¬õÚæ©æêÚ¬Ä¤æ¬ÃÞ½¬ºæ©¬Þɇ¬æ¬Þæ©
ÚË½Ë£êÞ¬ÄÞÞæËº×æ©ÃËÃÄæêÃÚêÃÞæ¬Ä¤ɇÄ
ö©Ú×ËÞÞ¬½öÞ©Ëê½£ËêÞËÄæ©×ËÞ¬æ¬õÞæ×ÞöÄ
æºÄ½ËËºæËöÚÞæ©öüÞÞË¬æüÄêÞ¬ÄÞÞÞÄ
¬Ã×ÚËõÄ×æɌ

P18
Funding Markets
;õÄ]©öɇÞæ½]ÙêÚËÚ×ËÚæ
Finance talks to us about the Mergers
and Acquisitions markets in 2019.
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What makes you unique?
Michelle Cook, Head of Finance,
sË½ąºÚÄ=æ

yËÚºÞ©¬Ú%¬ÄÄ=ÚÞÃ¤ā¬Ä¬Þ×ê½¬Þ©üÚöÞæÚVÚæÄÚÞ+êÃÄ×¬æ½ɇ×ÚæË£æ©
ÚöÞæÚVÚæÄÚÞYÚê¬æÃÄæ&ÚËê×ɌThe contents of this magazine are fully protected by copyright
ÄÃüÄËæÚ×ÚËêö¬æ©Ëêæ×ÚÃ¬ÞÞ¬ËÄɌ.£üËê©õËÃÃÄæËÚÙêÚüËêææ©¬Þ×ê½¬æ¬ËÄ
ËÚÄüÞÚõ¬ËąÚüÚöÞæÚVÚæÄÚÞYÚê¬æÃÄæ&ÚËê×ɇ×½Þ½½ǼǽǿǼǾǿǼȄǼȀǼɌ

P26
Brexit, It happened, apparently.
Dale Spink, Client Director at Brewster
Partners discusses the aftermath of
½õ¬Ä¤æ©êÚË×ÄgÄ¬ËÄɌ

Whilst it is important to recognise this,
.Ã½ÞËĈÚÃ½¬õÚæ©æêÚ¬Ä¤
times like this, it is the role of business
to keep the momentum drums beating,
and where possible we should focus
ËÄæ©×ËÞ¬æ¬õÞæ×ÞöÄæºÄ
look towards the ways society and
êÞ¬ÄÞÞÞÄ¬Ã×ÚËõÄ×æɌ

ËêÚºü½¬ÄæÞÄõ¬ÞËÚÞɇö£æêÚ
articles from BDO on the IR35 (now
delayed for 12 months), Walker Morris
on the National Minimum Wage, Mark
Lister from Sherwin-Williams, Michelle
ËËº£ÚËÃsË½ąºÚÄ=¬Ã¬æɇÞö½½
as Dale Spink and Chris Burns from
Brewster Partners.

c©g;¤ËõÚÄÃÄæÄÄËêÄæ©¬Ú
ʋǿȁǼÄöËÚæ©Ë£ÃÞêÚÞɚÙê¬õ½Äæ
to 15% of our GDP), ranging from
extending the business rates holiday
æË½½ĈÚÃÞ¬Äæ©©ËÞ×¬æ½¬æüÞæËÚɇæË
the Jobs Retention Scheme where
+CYö¬½½ËõÚȄǼʦË£æ©ö¤Þ

.©Ë×æ©¬ÞÃ¤ā¬Äö¬½½×ÚËõêÞ£ê½
Ä¬Ä£ËÚÃæ¬õÚ¬Ä¤£ËÚüËêɚÄ
×Ú©×Þö¬½½×ÚËõ¬êÞ£ê½¬ÞæÚæ¬ËÄ
while many of you will no doubt be
reading this whilst working from home,
juggling work and the new look family
life with the kids being at home too!)

Y¬©Ú©ÃÚ½¬Äɇ
¬ÚæËÚɫ+Ë£
ËêÄæÄüʲ%¬ÄÄ
Brewster Partners
YÚê¬æÃÄæ&ÚËê×
ɆÚ©ÃÚ½¬Äʱ
ÚöÞæÚ×ÚæÄÚÞɌËɌêº

Þ½öüÞööËê½½ËõæË©Ú£ÚËÃ
any of you regarding any feedback or
comments, or if we can help in anyway.
Keep Safe • Stay Connected
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5IFCFOF҄UTPGBO
F҃FDUJWFSFDSVJUNFOU
TFMFDUJPOQPMJDZ
by Chris Burns, Client Director, Brewster Partners, Accountancy & Finance Recruitment

YÚê¬æÃÄæÄÞËÃæ¬ÃÞ£ÚêÞæÚæ¬Ä¤ö¬æ©½½Ë£æ©×Ë½¬¬ÞÄ×ÚËêÚÞ
æ©ææ©ÚÚæË£Ë½½ËöɌc©Ú¬ÞõÄü¬ÄüËêÚæÃÄüËêöÄæ¬æĈ½½¬Ä¤ÞÞËËÄ
Þ×ËÞÞ¬½æË¤æüËêÚæÃºê×æË£ê½½×¬æüɇêæ¬æɹÞÄËæ½öüÞæ©æÞüɌ
Although it can sometimes seem like
ÄËæ©Ú©ËË×æË·êÃ×æ©ÚËê¤©ɇ©õ¬Ä¤Ä
ąæ¬õÚÚê¬æÃÄæÄÞ½æ¬ËÄ×Ë½¬ü
ensures a transparent and fair recruitment
process that helps HR/Recruitment
professionals to select the right candidate.
êæö©æûæ½üÚæ©Ã¬ÄÄĈæÞ
Ë£©õ¬Ä¤Äąæ¬õÄÚ¬¤¬
Recruitment and Selection policy:

Transparency in the process
Following policy procedures means
æ©æ½½×Úæ¬Þ¬ÄõË½õÚö½½
¬Ä£ËÚÃö©Úæ©üÚæõÚüÞæ×
¬Äæ©ÚÚê¬æÃÄæ×ÚËÞÞɇæ©êÞ¤¬õ¬Ä¤
õÚüËÄËÄĈÄæ©ææ©ÄÚÞê½æ
ö¬½½ÃæɌcÚÄÞ×ÚÄü¬Þ½ÞËõÚü
encouraging for a candidate, keeping
æ©Ã¬Ä£ËÚÃæõÚü×ËÞÞ¬½×Ë¬Äæ
¬ÄÚÞÞæ©¬ÚËÄĈÄË£æ©
business they are about to join.

Allowing for merit-based hires

Credibility

s¬æ©Äąæ¬õ×ÚËêÚ¬Ä×½ɇ
æ©Ú¬ÞºË£Äü½õ½Ë£¬ÞÚ¬Ã¬Äæ¬ËÄ
can be totally eradicated. It means that
each application is considered in the
same way, regardless of the sex, gender,
nationality, race or age of the candidate.
.æ½ÞË×ÚËõ¬Þ½õ½Ë£ÚÞÞêÚÄ
æËæ©Ä¬æ¬ÄõË½õÞ¬æÃÄÞ
they can take legal action at any point
if they feel their application is being
discriminated against.

When a business is displaying and
×Úæ¬¬Ä¤Äąæ¬õÚÚê¬æÃÄæ
and selection policy, it demonstrates
to potential employees that they
©õ©¬¤©½õ½Ë£Ú¬¬½¬æüÄö¬½½
encourage them to apply. Sadly, in this
day and age there are an abundance
of companies that transpire to be fake.

Consistency
If a recruitment process isn’t consistent
ÄæêÚ½½ü¬æö¬½½¤¬õ¬ÄËÄÞ¬ÞæÄæ
Ä¬ÄêÚæÚÞê½æÞɌcËõË¬
this it is essential to ensure that the
recruitment and selection process is
æ©ÞÃ£ËÚõÚüÄ¬ææË×ÚËõ
æ©¬Úąæ¬õÄÞÞɌsõ¬Þæ©æ
ÞæÄÚ¬Þɇ×Úɬõ½Ë××ÚËÞÞ¬æ
applied at all times. Finally, references
Þ©Ëê½½öüÞæºÄö¬æ©õÚü©¬Úɇ
¤¬ÄæË©¬õ½õ½Ë£ËÄÞ¬ÞæÄüɌ

Help to write job descriptions
s¬æ©Äąæ¬õÚÚê¬æÃÄæÄ
selection process, businesses can easily
put together job descriptions that are
accurate and clearly highlight which tasks
will be performed for a particular role.
In conclusion, recruiting the
Ú¬¤©æÞæą¬ÄæËüËêÚêÞ¬ÄÞÞ¬Þ
Úê¬½Þ¬æ©½×ÞÚêÞæą
æêÚÄËõÚÄÄÚÞê½æ¬Ä£ÞæÚ
growth for your business. A huge
part of getting this right lies
ö¬æ©ÞêÞÞ£ê½ÄĆ¬Äæ
recruitment and selection policy.
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HMRC CONFIRMS
DELAY OF IR35
CHANGES
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+CY©ÞËÄĈÚÃæ©ææ©×ÚË×ËÞ.Yǿȁ©Ä¤Þö¬½½ÄËæ¬Ã×½ÃÄæ¬Ä×Ú¬½ǾǼǾǼɇ
¬ÄÞæɇæ©ÄöÚê½Þö¬½½ËÃ¬ÄæËæ¬ËÄ£ÚËÃ×Ú¬½ǾǼǾǽɌ
êÚÚÄæ½üɇö©ÚÄ¬Ä¬õ¬ê½¬Þ
Ä¤¤õ¬V]Äæ©ËÄæÚæɇ
¬ÄõË¬Ä×üÃÄæ¬Þ½½ö¬æ©æ©V]ɇ
Þ×¬Ĉæû½¤¬Þ½æ¬ËÄ××½¬ÞɑºÄËöÄÞ
.YǿȁɌc©¬Þ©Þ×ÚËõ¬Ã×½ËüÚÞɚɸÄ
users’) with comfort that they may not
©õæËêæVyɒD.ËÄ×üÃÄæÞ
to the PSCs. The onus is on the worker to
determine whether the IR35 rules apply
to the engagement and to operate IR35

if they are deemed to be an employee
for tax purposes. HMRC consider that the
workers are not operating this correctly
so are making a change.
%ËÚÞÚõ¬Þ×ÚËõ¬£æÚ×Ú¬½ǾǼǾǽɇ
new rules mean that the end user will now
be responsible for determining whether
the IR35 rules apply. The IR35 rules will
apply where an end user determines a

worker should be classed as an employee
for tax purposes and there is a PSC in
the chain. The new legislation does not
change the employment status principles,
¬æÞ¬Ã×½üÃËõÞæ©ËÄêÞ£ËÚæÚÃ¬Ä¬Ä¤
employment status to the end user
ÄĈæ¬Ä¤£ÚËÃæ©ÞÚõ¬ÞÞê××½¬
by the worker engaged through a PSC
somewhere in the supply chain.

ËÄæ¬ÄêÞËõÚ½£

ü]æõc½Ëæɇ&½Ë½Ã×½ËüÃÄæ]Úõ¬ÞVÚæÄÚæJ

INSIDE IR35?

C¬©½½ɇǾȀɇ%Ú½Ä
Graphic Designer, London

OUTSIDE IR35?

9ąɇǾȅɇVüÚË½½JĆÚɇ
Bristol

INSIDE IR35?

õ¬ɇȀǾɇ]¬æCÄ¤Úɇ
Manchester

OUTSIDE IR35?

c©J=ÞËĆ×ÚËõ¬ÞöÚö¬ÄÄ¬Ä¤ê¬æɇæûÄêÞ¬ÄÞÞõ¬ÞËÚü
ÞÚõ¬æË½¬ÄæÞæ©ÚËê¤©ËêæyËÚºÞ©¬ÚÄæ©DËÚæ©ÞæɌsöËÚºö¬æ©½¬ÄæÞ
¬ÄõÚüÃ·ËÚêÞ¬ÄÞÞÄæÚ¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤=ÞɇDöÞæ½ɇ]©Ć½ɇ+ê½½ɇyËÚºɇ
+ÚÚË¤æɇsºĈ½ɇ+êÚÞĈ½ɇÚ£ËÚɇÄËÄÞæÚɌ
BDO Leeds: Central Square, 29 Wellington St, Leeds LS1 4DL

;¬ÃɇȀȄɇ+YCÄ¤Úɇ
Edinburgh
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+CYËÄĈÚÃÞ½üË£.Yǿȁ©Ä¤ÞËÄæ¬Äê
Common misconceptions

What are the changes from April 2021?
Under the new rules, businesses must
consider whether there are any PSCs
in their supply chains. If there are PSCs
in the supply chain and the business is
ËÄÞ¬Úæ©Ä½¬Äæɑæ©æêÞ¬ÄÞÞ
will be responsible for considering the
employment status of each worker
öËÚº¬Ä¤æ©ÚËê¤©V]Ɍ+ËöõÚɇæ©Ú
is an exemption for engagers that are
ɸÞÃ½½ɹɌËÃ×Äüö¬½½ÞÃ½½¬£¬æ
Þæ¬ÞĈÞæöËËÚÃËÚË£æ©£Ë½½Ëö¬Ä¤Ɇ
ÄÄê½æêÚÄËõÚÄËæû¬Ä¤ʋǽǼɌǾÃɇ
balance sheet total not more than £5.1m,
no more than 50 employees.

When considering whether a company
can be considered small, the whole
group needs to be considered and not
·êÞææ©¬Ä¬õ¬ê½Ä¤¤¬Ä¤Äæ¬æüɌ
The end client will also be responsible
for issuing a Status Determination
Statement (“SDS”) to the worker and the
next entity in the supply chain in respect
of each engagement.
Ultimately, where the IR35 rules apply,
the entity engaging with the PSC (the
“fee payer”) should operate PAYE/
NIC including employers’ NIC and the
××ÚÄæ¬Þ©¬×½õüËÄæ©×üÃÄæÞ
made to the PSC.

The end user will need to be able
æËõ¬Äæ©ææ©ü©õæºÄ
reasonable care when determining the
employment status of their workers.
c©ü½ÞËÄæË©õ×ÚËÞÞæË½
with appeals from the worker. Once an
SDS is issued, the worker can appeal
against the determination. If they appeal,
æ©ÄêÞÚ©ÞȀȁüÞæËÚÞ×ËÄ
ö¬æ©õ¬ÄÞæËö©üæ©ü½¬õ
the worker is caught by the new rules.
The end user has not met their IR35
Ë½¬¤æ¬ËÄÞêÄ½ÞÞæ©üÄõ¬Ä
æ©ü©õæºÄÚÞËÄ½ÚɌ

Key considerations – what do I need to do?
êÞ¬ÄÞÞÞÞ©Ëê½×Ú×Ú¬Ä¤£ËÚæ©
ÄöÚê½Þ©Ë£Ȃ×Ú¬½ǾǼǾǽɌ]æËêæ
½ËöÚÞËÃË£æ©ºüËÄÞ¬Úæ¬ËÄÞ
ÄÞæ×Þæ©æÞ©Ëê½æºÄɆ
1. Understand your supply chains –
end users should understand their
supply chains and the interaction
æöÄæ©õÚ¬ËêÞËą×üÚË½½
Ú¤¬ÃÞɌc©õÚ¬ËêÞæü×ÞË£
regulations should be considered
in the following order of priority.

3. Categorise workers – workers should
be grouped into manageable populations
where appropriate, which may allow
a sample check approach for status
æÚÃ¬Äæ¬ËÄÞɌ+ËöõÚɇæ©¬ÞÃüÄËæ
be possible as employment status should
ËÄÞ¬Ú£ËÚ©¬Ä¬õ¬ê½Ɍ

a) Employment status regulations
b) Agency regulations
 ɛ CÄ¤]Úõ¬ËÃ×Äü
regulations
d) IR35 regulations
e) Construction Industry
Scheme regulations.

2. Understand the facts of the
engagement – this should consider
the who, why, where, what and when
of the engagement. This should include
ÃææÚÞÞê©ÞĈÄÄ¬½Ú¬ÞºɇÃêæê½¬æü
of obligation, control and other key
employment status tests.



4. Assessment and testingɫÚõ¬ö
of the facts and an assessment of
æ©××ÚË×Ú¬æËą×üÚË½½Ú¤ê½æ¬ËÄÞ
should be undertaken with SDSs
produced, where appropriate.
5. Implement policies - HMRC strongly
recommends that companies adopt
ÞæÚæ¤¬×Ë½¬ü£ËÚËą×üÚË½½
engagements. There is a requirement
æË½æËõ¬ÄæË+CYæ©æ
reasonable care has been taken.

6. Procedures – Procedures should be
introduced and appropriate personnel
should understand their responsibilities
and actions. Procedures should include
using appropriate tools to assess
employment status, documenting
ĈÄ¬Ä¤ÞæË×ÚËõ¬õ¬ÄæË
+CYɇêÄÚæº¬Ä¤ÞÃ×½Úõ¬öÞ
of engagements and monitoring
contracts on a regular basis.
7. Communications – To agencies,
PSCs and workers.
8 Appeals – End users need to ensure
that for any appeals they are in a
position to respond to the worker with
backup to support their decision where
employment status is challenged.

There is a lot for businesses to consider in respect of the changes from April. There
are also many misconceptions around employment status with some personnel
misunderstanding what is really important and how the need to look at the full picture
æË£ËÚÃõ¬ö¬Þ×ÚÃËêÄææË©¬õ¬Ä¤¤ËËæû×Úæ¬ÞɌ]ËÃË£æ©ËÃÃËÄ
misconceptions are mentioned below.
Common misconceptions

Considerations

The worker can work for other companies
and therefore the worker must be selfemployed and the IR35 rules do not apply.

Each engagement must be assessed
¬Ä¬õ¬ê½½üɇÚ¤Ú½ÞÞË£æ©£ææ©æ
öËÚºÚ×ÚËõ¬ÞÞÚõ¬ÞæËËæ©Ú
companies or only works one day a week.

Or
c©öËÚºÚËÄ½ü×ÚËõ¬ÞÞÚõ¬ÞËÄ
day a week and therefore the worker
must be self-employed.

.æ¬Þ×ËÞÞ¬½£ËÚöËÚºÚæË©õÃËÚ
than one employment or to be part time.

The worker is engaged through an
¤ÄüÄæ©Ú£ËÚ.ËÄËæ©õ
any responsibilities and do not need
to consider the IR35 rules.

The IR35 rules need to be considered by
the end user if there is a PSC anywhere in
the supply chain.

c©öËÚºÚ¬Þ×ÚËõ¬¬Ä¤ËÄÞæÚêæ¬ËÄ
ÞÚõ¬ÞÄêæ¬ËÄÞÚÃ
under CIS regulations therefore I do not
need to consider the new IR35 rules.

The IR35 rules should be considered
prior to the CIS regulations.

The contract states that the worker
is self employed therefore the IR35
rules do not apply.

HMRC would base any status determination
on what happens in practice rather than
what is stipulated in the contract.

Final thought
Employment status is not an
easy subject, the onus is now
on the end user to determine
the employment status of their
workers. The risk of getting
it wrong is high given the
complexities of employment
status and blanket approaches
should be avoided.
s©ÄüËêËÃ×Úæ©¬ÞæËæ©
ËÞæË£¤ææ¬Ä¤¬æöÚËÄ¤ɑæ©¬Þ
½õÞêÞ¬ÄÞÞÞö¬æ©Ú½
ĈÄÄ¬½©©ɌæÚÃ¬Ä
öËÚºÚæËÞ½£ɬÃ×½ËüÄ
£æ©×ËæÄæ¬½ËÞæÞË£Vyɒ
D.¬£üËê¤æ¬æöÚËÄ¤ɌæÚÃ¬Ä
Ã×½ËüɇÄ£æ©Ú¬ÞºË£
æ©öËÚºÚ××½¬Ä¤Ä©õ¬Ä¤
æËêÄÚæº¬æ¬ËÄ½öËÚº
æËõ¬ÄüËêÚ¬Þ¬ËÄÞËÚ
×ËæÄæ¬½½ü½ËÞæ©öËÚºÚɌ
c©ÚÚÄËÞü¬Þ¬ËÄÞ
©ÚɌ+ËöõÚɇ¬£üËê©õÄËæ
üææº½æ©¬Þ¬ÞÞêɇæ©Ú¬Þ
Þæ¬½½æ¬ÃæËËÞËɌ

HMRC’s approach to establish the fact
pattern for an engagement often includes
¬ÄæÚõ¬ö¬Ä¤öËÚºÚÞ¬ÄËÚÚæËêÄÚÞæÄ
the arrangements in place.
The worker is engaged on a project basis
and therefore must be self-employed.

c©ÚÚÞõÚ½¬Ä¬æËÚÞË£
employment status and all facts of the
arrangement need to be considered
when making a status determination.

ɸ.Ä×ÚËõ¬ÞêÞæ¬æêæ×ÚÃüËÄæÚæ
therefore I must be self-employed’

c©ÃÚÚ¬¤©ææË×ÚËõ¬ÞêÞæ¬æêæ¬Þ
immaterial, the main factor is whether a
ÞêÞæ¬æêæ©ÞõÚÄ×ÚËõ¬¬Ä×Úæ¬Ɍ

The worker has completed a determination
and it states that they are self-employed.

As the end user, the onus is on you
to determine employment status by
undertaking the appropriate testing.

To help with not falling foul of some of the misconceptions, and in order to challenge
the status quo on employment status, why not start with the following questions:
Why is the worker not an employee?
]©Ëê½æ©ü×Úææ¬ÃÃ×½ËüɒĈûæÚÃÃ×½Ëüɍ
Ëæ©üËæ©ÞÃÞÃüÃ×½ËüÞæąɍ.£ÞËö©æ¬Þæ©¬ąÚÄæöÄæ©Ãɍ

]æõc½Ëæ
&½Ë½Ã×½ËüÚ]Úõ¬ÞVÚæÄÚ
Telephone: 0113 204 1247
Ã¬½ɆÞæõɌæ½ËæʱËɌËɌêº

J==V¬ÞËÄË£æ©g;ɹÞ½Ú¤Þæ
ËêÄæÄüÄêÞ¬ÄÞÞ
õ¬ÞËÚüĈÚÃÞ×ÚËõ¬¬Ä¤ÞÚõ¬Þ
to ambitious businesses within
æ©g;ÄöËÚ½ö¬Ɍ
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Why are employers who pay

the National
Minimum Wage
Þæ¬½½¬Ä¤ĈÄü+CYɍ
The UK’s National Minimum Wage (NMW) was introduced
20 years ago, so why are employers suddenly struggling
to comply with the regulations that govern it?
yÞɇæ©ü©õËÃÃËÚ
ËÃ×½¬æËõÚæ©ææ¬Ãɇæ©Ú
ÚÄËöĈõÚæÞɆ××ÚÄæ¬ÞɇêÄÚ
ǽȄÞɇǽȄɬǾǼÞɇǾǽɬǾȀÄËõÚǾȁÞɌc©
Úæ£ËÚËõÚǾȁɬüÚɬË½ÞöÞÚ¤
Þæ©ɸDæ¬ËÄ½=¬õ¬Ä¤s¤ɹ¬ÄǾǼǽȂ
ɚÄËææËËÄ£êÞö¬æ©æ©õË½êÄæÚü
½¬õ¬Ä¤ö¤Þæüæ©=¬õ¬Ä¤s¤
£ËêÄæ¬ËÄɛɌc©DCsÚæÞ¬ÄÚÞ
üÚËÄüÚêæÚö½½×ê½¬¬Þ
Äæ©ÚÞ©Ëê½ÄËûêÞ£ËÚ
an employer failing to apply the new
ÚæÞɌ+ËöõÚɇê½æ¬Ãæ½üɇ¬æ¬ÞÄËæ
æ©æÞæÚ¬¤©æ£ËÚöÚɌc©Ã·ËÚ¬æüË£
Ã×½ËüÚÞö©Ëö©õÞÄê¬æ
ü+CYɚ+CYõÄêʲêÞæËÃÞɛ
£ËÚDCsËÃ×½¬Ä©õÄĈÄ
¬ÄÞËÃÚÞ×æɇÞ×¬æ×ü¬Ä¤æ©
ËÚÚæÃËêÄæÞɇÄ¬ÄÃÄüÞÞɇ
¬Ä£æ×ü¬Ä¤ÃËÚɌ

+CY©ÞÄæÞºö¬æ©ê¬æ¬Ä¤
ËÃ×Ä¬ÞæËÄÞêÚËÃ×½¬Äö¬æ©
æ©Ú¤ê½æ¬ËÄÞÄ©ÞÚ¬õÄ
¬ÄÚÞê¤æɇÚÞê½æ¬Ä¤¬ÄÃËÚ
æ©ÄËê½¬æÞÄêÃÚË£Ä£ËÚÃÄæ
ËĆÚÞɌÄüËÃ×Äüö¬æ©©ËêÚ½ü×¬
Ã×½ËüÞ¬Þ½¬º½üæË¬Äæ©Þ¬¤©æÞ
Ë£+CYɇêæö¬æ©Úæ¬Ä¬ÄêÞæÚ¬Þ
¬Ä¤Ë£×Úæ¬ê½Ú¬ÄæÚÞæɇ¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤
©ËÞ×¬æ½¬æüɇÚæ¬½ÄÃÄê£æêÚ¬Ä¤Ɍ
c©¤ËõÚÄÃÄæ©Þ½ÞËÚææ©
×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄË£¬ÚæËÚË£=ËêÚCÚºæ
Ä£ËÚÃÄæɇ×ÚæË£æ©·êÚ¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄ
Ë£æ©ÚË½¬ÞæË½ËËºæ©ËöDCs
ËÃ×½¬Ä¬ÞÄ£ËÚÄö©æ©Ú
Þæ¬ąÚ×Ä½æ¬Þɚö©¬©Ú½Úü
Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæɛÞ©Ëê½¬Ã×ËÞɌ

ËÄæ¬ÄêÞËõÚ½£
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National Minimum Wage – Why are employers
ö©Ë×üDCsÞæ¬½½¬Ä¤ĈÄü+CYɍËÄæ¬Äê
So why are employers who pay the correct rates still being found to breach the NMW Regulations?

Why would you be audited and what happens in an audit?

It is not simply a case of meeting
the increased costs, which may be
ËÃ×½¬æÄËê¤©Ä©õºÄËºËÄ
ąæÞ£ËÚÃ×½ËüÞÞê©ÞÚêæ¬ËÄÞ
in premiums and headcount cuts, but
õÄö©Ä×ü¬Ä¤æ©ËÚÚæÚæÞÄ
employer could still be in breach of the
ËÃ×½¬æÚ¤ê½æ¬ËÄÞɌc©ɸ¬ÄæÄæ¬ËÄɹ
of the employer is not a defence, nor is
ignorance of the detail of the Regulations.

An audit by HMRC can arise either
following a complaint or simply
because you are a target sector and
¬æ¬ÞɸüËêÚæêÚÄɹɌyËêÚ½¬º½üæËÚ¬õ
ËÚÚÞ×ËÄÄ£ÚËÃ+CYõ¬Þ¬Ä¤
üËêæ©æüËê©õÄÞ½æ£ËÚÄ
ê¬æɇ©ËöõÚɇÄ£ËÚÃÄæJĆÚÞ
Ë©õæ©êæ©ËÚ¬æüæËÞ¬Ã×½üæêÚÄ
ê×êÄÄÄËêÄɌc©ü½ÞË©õæ©
authority to speak to your employees
ÄÚÃËõËêÃÄæÞ£ÚËÃÞ¬æɇ
again without warning.

Employers policies and practices are
unintentionally getting them into
©ËæöæÚö¬æ©+CYɌs©õÞÄ
numerous examples of this, some key
areas of risk are highlighted below:
Pay that counts towards NMW –
employers need to be careful that
they are only including the following
¬ÄDCs½ê½æ¬ËÄÞɆÞ½Úüɇ¬ÄÄæ¬õ
pay if it relates solely to performance
(for example Commission) and
bonuses. Employers should not be
¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤æ©£Ë½½Ëö¬Ä¤ɆËõÚæ¬Ã×üɇ
shift premiums, tips and gratuities,
½½ËöÄÞɇÄĈæÞ¬Äº¬ÄɇõÄÞ
of loans or pensions payments.
Work uniform – If an employee
has to supply any part of their own
uniform (including shoes) the cost
of purchasing these items should
be deducted from their pay when
calculating NMW. What this means is
æ©ææ©Ã×½ËüÃêÞæÚ¬õæ©
DCs£æÚæ©æêæ¬ËÄɌs©õ
õÄÞÄæ©ËÞæË£×¬ÚË£ÞËºÞ
be considered under this category.
Compliance with a dress code does
not constitute a deduction for NMW
purposes, as long as it is genuinely
Ëɚö¬æ©ÞêĆ¬Äæĉû¬¬½¬æüɛÄ
ËÞÄËæ¬Ä£æ×ÚÞÚ¬æ©æÞ×¬Ĉ
items should be worn.
Working time – An employee’s
ɸöËÚº¬Ä¤æ¬ÃɹÃ¬¤©æÞÃ
straightforward – you would think that
you simply calculate the time spent
on shift doing the job. But additional
æ¬õ¬æ¬Þææ©ÞæÚæËÚÄË£Þ©¬£æ
can also count toward working hours,
such as security searches, team

Ú¬ĈÄ¤ÞɇËÚÚê¤Ä½Ë©Ë½æÞæÞɬ
the time spent going through these
processes will also be working time
and should be paid at the NMW rate.
Similarly, if employees work through
an unpaid break, this becomes
working time for which they should
be paid NMW.
Travel time - may also be caught
ö©Ú¬æ¬ÞæÚõ½æöÄÞÞ¬¤ÄÃÄæÞ
ËÚæÚõ½½¬Ä¤æËÃæ¬Ä¤ÞËÚæÚ¬Ä¬Ä¤Ɍ
Changing time – If you require
employees to get changed at work
(for example for food hygiene reasons
or to change into PPE) the time it
takes them to get changed should be
included as working time and they
Þ©Ëê½Ú¬õDCs£ËÚ¬æɌs©õ
õÄÞÄæ©¬Þ××½¬£ËÚæ©æ¬Ã
¬ææºÞæË×êæËÄ×¬ÚË£¤½ËõÞæ
the beginning of a shift.
Training – where it is a requirement
of their role, time spent in training
must be paid at NMW rates, this
includes any inductions.
]½Úü]Ú¬Ĉ – where an employee
¬ÞÃÃÚË£Þ½ÚüÞÚ¬Ĉ
scheme, including ones for the payment
Ë£×ÄÞ¬ËÄËÚ©¬½ÚõËê©ÚÞɇæ©Ä
æ©üÃêÞæÚ¬õæ©DCsÚæ£æÚ
this deduction has been made. If instead
the deduction drops them below NMW,
õÄæ©Ëê¤©æ©ü©õË×æ¬ÄæËæ©
scheme, this will be considered a breach
of the Regulations. The result of this is
that the higher paid employees may be
½æËÄĈæ£ÚËÃæ©æûĆ¬Äü
Ë£Þ½ÚüÞÚ¬ĈÞ©Ãæ©ææ©
lower paid employees cannot.
Deductions – HMRC will consider
æ©æËæ©ÚÚÞË£êæ¬ËÄɇõÄ
where is it “opted into” by the employee
will reduce NMW pay, for example,
×üÃÄæÞ¬ÄæËÞõ¬Ä¤ÞÞ©ÃÞɇÞË¬½
½êÞɇÃ½ÞÄõÄæ©×êÚ©ÞË£
items from the employer where this is
done by way of a deduction from pay.
Again, NMW will need to be met after
these deductions.

Similarly, any other payment, which
whilst not necessarily opted into by the
employee constitutes a deduction from
their pay, such as a payment for a locker
or the deduction of an administration
fee for an attachment of earnings order.
‘Salaried Hours’ contracts – if you
pay employees a monthly salary,
HMRC will only categorise this as a
ɸÞ½Ú¬©ËêÚÞɹËÄæÚæ¬£¬æËÄæ¬ÄÞ
ÄɸÞÚæ¬Ä½ɹÄêÃÚË£©ËêÚÞ
that the employee is expected to work
in the year – expressed in the number
of hours per month or year. It should
not refer to hours per week (which
most do). If the contract is not truly a
salaried hours contract an employee
ÃêÞæÚ¬õDCs£ËÚõÚü©ËêÚ
æ©ü©õöËÚº¬ÄÃËÄæ©Äæ©¬Þ
ÄÄËæõÚ¤ËêæËõÚæ©üÚɌ
This will particularly cause problems
£ËÚÃ×½ËüÚÞö©Ë©õ×ºÞÄ
æÚËê¤©ÞË£öËÚºËÚÞÞËÄ½õÚ¬ÄÞɌ
Provision of accommodation for
example for hotel employees – the
Ã×½ËüÚÄËÄ½ü©Ú¤ʋȁǾɌȄȁ×Ú
week as rent. If you charge more than
this, the additional amount will count
as a deduction from the NMW rate,
as will charges for utilities or deposits
relating to the accommodation.
Work experience/placements –
there are only certain prescribed types
of work experience that you do not
ÄæË×üDCs£ËÚɇÞË¬£üËêËąÚ
work experience, you need to check
it falls within one of these exceptions.
Record keeping – It is a criminal
ËąÄêÄÚæ©DCsÚ¤ê½æ¬ËÄÞ
not to maintain proper records showing
that the NMW has been paid by the
business for at least the last three
years. There is also a presumption
that an employee has not been paid
the NMW unless an employer can
×ÚËõæËæ©ËÄæÚÚüɌ
c©Ëõ¬Þ·êÞæÞËÃË£æ©ÚÞæ©æ
Ã×½ËüÚÞ©õÄê¤©æËêæü
HMRC for breaching the Regulations,
there are many others.

Ä¬ÄõÞæ¬¤æ¬ËÄö¬½½ÞæÚæö¬æ©Ä¬Ä¬æ¬½
meeting with your assigned HMRC

Ä£ËÚÃÄæJĆÚɇö©ÚüËêö¬½½
asked a series of questions relating to
your policies, practices and record keeping.
c©JĆÚö¬½½æ©Ä£Ë½½Ëöê×ö¬æ©
request for you to respond in writing to
Úæ¬ÄÙêÞæ¬ËÄÞÄæË×ÚËõ¬Ë×¬Þ
of certain polices and records.
c©JĆÚÃüæ©ÄÚÙêÞææËÚÚÄ¤
¬ÄæÚõ¬öÞö¬æ©üËêÚÃ×½ËüÞɇæ©¬Þ
could be across numerous sites and you
will not be able to be present. Following
æ©¬ÄæÚõ¬öÞÄæ©¬Ú¬Ä¬æ¬½Úõ¬ö
of information requested, they may
send follow up requests and then they

ö¬½½Ú×ËÚæºæ©¬ÚĈÄ¬Ä¤Þɇ¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤
informing you of any potential breaches
æ©ü©õ¬Äæ¬ĈɌyËêö¬½½æ©Ä©õ
the opportunity to respond either with
your agreement or reasons why you
¬Þ¤Úɚ¬½½üÞê××ËÚæüõ¬ÄɛɌ
This negotiation part of the process
Ãü¬ÄõË½õõÚ¬ËêÞ¬æÚæ¬ËÄÞɌ
%¬Ä½½üɇ+CYö¬½½ËÄĈÚÃæ©ÚÞê½æË£
the audit and issue any penalty notice
(see below).

What are the potential penalties for a breach?
1. HMRC will order the business
to make arrears payments to all
employees and ex-employees who
©õÄêÄÚ×¬ɇ¤Ë¬Ä¤º
Þ¬ûüÚÞɚɸæ©gÄÚ×üÃÄæɹɛɌ
2. HMRC will impose a penalty of up
to 200% of the total Underpayment.
I.e. you will make the arrears payments
to each employee and ex-employee
and then will pay twice the total
amount again as a penalty to HMRC.

Laura McLellan, Director,
and Andrew Rayment, Partner,
Walker Morris LLP
33 Wellington Street, Leeds, LS1 4DL
DX 12051 Leeds 24

This penalty is capped at £20,000
×ÚÚ½õÄæÃ×½ËüÄÞË©Þ
æ©×ËæÄæ¬½æËËÃÃ·ËÚĈÄɌ
3. HMRC will order that any breaches
are corrected going forwards.
yËêÚ½¬º½üæË©õ©ÚË£æ©
ɸDÃ¬Ä¤ÄÞ©Ã¬Ä¤ɹÚ¤¬Ãɇö©Úü
employers were named on a published
½¬Þæ£ËÚĈÄ¬Ä¤ÞË£Ú©Þü+CYɌ
+ËöõÚɇæ©¬Þ©ÞæÃ×ËÚÚ¬½üÄ

suspended, but is expected to return
in 2020 and this has the potential to
cause reputational damage.
Focus on compliance with NMW is
likely to remain an area of interest to
HMRC and the press for the foreseeable
future. We therefore recommend that
üËêÚõ¬öüËêÚÃ×½ËüÃÄæËÄæÚæÞ
and practices for compliance now.

Yorkshire
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UNIQUE?
Mark Lister, Regional Finance Director, Industrial Wood
(Europe) Division, Sherwin-Williams
CÚº©ÞǽȂüÚÞû×Ú¬Ä¬Äæ©.ÄêÞæÚü©õ¬Ä¤·Ë¬Ä]©Úö¬Äɬs¬½½¬ÃÞ
£Ë½½Ëö¬Ä¤æ©¬ÚÙê¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄË£æ©]üÚ½ºêÞ¬ÄÞÞ£ÚËÃÚ©©Ã¬½ÞɌ
His career started (in Internal Audit)
at English, Welsh & Scottish Railways
Ltd (now DB Cargo Ltd) in 1995, where
he stayed for 6 years, progressing to
%¬ÄÄ¬½ËÄæÚË½½ÚɌc©ÄÃËõ¬Ä¤ËÄ
æË×ÚË¤ÚÞÞ¬õ½üÞÄ¬ËÚÚË½ÞæV¤½Ú
Yorkshire, Coldseal and Montracon.

At Sherwin-Williams, Mark has worked
not just in the UK, but also in Sweden,
Italy, Ireland, US, France and Spain. Whilst
essentially being a Finance person,
Mark spends more time in the business
×ÚæÄÚ¬Ä¤Úö©Ú©Þõ½ê
across a wide spectrum of the business.

ËÄæ¬ÄêÞËõÚ½£
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What makes you unique? ËÄæ¬Äê

1. What lead you to choose a career in Accountancy?
I am from a family of Accountants
(my Grandfather had a family practice),
however after completing my Business
Studies degree, I chose the route of
Finance in industry.
The route through Finance was slightly
¬ąÚÄææËæ©ÄËÚÃÞ.ɹõ¤ÄÚ½½ü
been an Accountant in more Commercial
and Operational business surroundings.
Tackling the MBA at a young age
(graduated at 30) before completing
Ãü©ÚæÚËêÄæ¬Ä¤Ùê½¬Ĉæ¬ËÄɇ
.©Ë×ɇ¤¬õÞÃ¬ąÚÄæ××ÚË©æË
ÞË½õ¬Ä¤×ÚË½ÃÞʲ¬ÄĉêÄ¬Ä¤ɒÃËæ¬õæ¬Ä¤
the business with a more entrepreneurial
××ÚË©ºê×üõÚüÞæÚËÄ¤
æ©Ä¬½ĈÄÄº¤ÚËêÄɌ

ËêÄæÄæÞ
Þ.öËê½õ¬ÞÄüüËêÄ¤ËêÄæÄæÞ
in playing a long game, I looked to build my
ÃüÃËõ
£ËêÄæ¬ËÄË£û×Ú¬Äɇ©ÄÃüÃËõ
ÞĈÄÄ¬½
ɚöü£ÚËÃËÃÃÚ¬½½ü£ËêÞĈÄÄ¬½
roles) from EWS Railways into a Financial
uring
Accounting role in a Manufacturing
kshire).
business (by joining Pegler Yorkshire).
With such a culture change, it was
as to
a challenge, though the aim was
ĉû¬¬½¬æü¬Ä
ÞæÚÄ¤æ©ÄÃü×æ¬½¬æüʲĉû¬¬½¬æü¬Ä
ÞÞ¬æêæ¬ËÄÞɌ
½¬Ä¤ö¬æ©¬ąÚÄæêÞ¬ÄÞÞÞ¬æêæ¬ËÄÞɌ
¬æ¬
½ɹ
Cüæ¬ÃÞ×ÄææË½Þ½ɚɸæÚ¬æ¬ËÄ½ɹ
Ëê½¤½ā¬Ä¤ËÃ×ÄüɉɛöÞ¬Äõ½ê½ɑ
a business going through a period
Ë£æÚÄÞ¬æ¬ËÄɇöÞõÚü¬ÄæÚÞæ¬Ä¤
û×Ú¬ÄÄ¬æ×ÚËõ¬£ÄæÞæ¬
grounding (in a direct SME).
.ÄǾǼǼȀɇ.ÃËõæËÚ©©Ã¬½Þɇ
a US based Chemical manufacturer &
progressed into a couple of FC roles which
enhanced both the technical accounting
side (from a UK, European and US reporting
aspect) and more importantly the
commercially focused business partnering
ÚË½Ɍc©Úɇ.©½×Ú¬õËêÄæ¬Ä¤ɒ
êÞ¬ÄÞÞ¬Ã×ÚËõÃÄæÞÚËÞÞ¬ąÚÄæ
countries as well (Spain, France, China,
Singapore, US, Brazil, South Africa)
I then joined Sherwin-Williams in April
ǾǼǽǼÞöÃËõÚËÞÞæ©ÚËê¤©Ä
acquisition to another US MNC.

3. You work for a very large US
Multi-National business; does
this
thi give
i you th
the opportunity
t it
to work internationally?

I’ve been very lucky, in that the last
16 years, through various roles, I’ve
spent a lot of time outside of the UK,
working with local teams in Sweden,
Italy, Ireland, US, France, Spain etc
where I’ve led projects to assist with
business improvement.

5. What do you most enjoy
about your role?

6. What advise would you give
to a young accountant?

7. How do you maintain a good,
healthy Work/Life balance?

We try to ensure we stay close to
customer demands by keeping tight
to the local market. Through the large
variety of business demands and
dynamics, can be a whirlwind, when
we remain focused on the needs of our
customers and suppliers, we are able
to stay the course!

As mentioned previously, build the
experience and education. Put yourself
forward for project works within the
business, take the opportunity to travel,
¤æËÄËêÚÞÞɚÄËæ·êÞæĈÄÄ¬½ɛɌ

Despite such a busy and rewarding
work schedule, I also manage to
replicate the same at home too!

%¬ÄÄ©Þ£ËËæ×Ú¬Äæ¬Äæ©õÞæ
majority (either from data, process or
Ú×ËÚæ¬Ä¤Þ×æɛɑÞË¬æ¬ÞÞÞÄæ¬½æ©æ
ÃüÚË½×ÚæÄÚÞʲ½õÚ¤Þû×Ú¬Ä
¬ÄÞæÚææËĈÄ¬Þ©ɸÚËÞÞɬ£êÄæ¬ËÄ½ɹÚÞɇ
to collaborate with the Commercial &
J×Úæ¬ËÄÞæÃÞɇæË½¬õÚêÞ¬ÄÞÞ
×ÚËÞÞ¬Ã×ÚËõÃÄæÞÄæËÄÞêÚ
æ¬Äæ¤Ú¬æüæËÞÞ¬ÞæɒÚ¬õÚËêÞæ
business decisions.

&æ¬ÄõË½õö¬æ©æ©Ëæ©Ú×ÚæÞË£
%¬ÄÄɇÞê©ÞCʲɇcûɇ.ÄõÞæÃÄæÞɇ
Credit etc… it may not be regular parts of a
êÚÚÄæÚË½ɇ©ËöõÚ¬æö¬½½¬ąÚÄæ¬æüËêɇ
¬£üËêÄÞ×ºæËÃÄü¬ąÚÄæÞê·æÞɌ
On a personal basis, listen, absorb and
also be heard when you need to be.
ɸ©õÞæææ©æ½ɹɌ
Finally, don’t be afraid of change…
¬ÄÃüû×Ú¬Äɇ.©õÄɹæ©ÃËÚ
than 2 quarters without something
£êÄÃÄæ½½ü¬ąÚÄææº¬Ä¤×½ɇ
ö©¬©¬Þ£Þæ×ɇÞË×Ú×Úɑ
ÃÚÄæ©ÄÚ¬õ©Ä¤¬æÞ½£Ɍ

CÚÚ¬ɇö¬æ©üËêÄ¤£Ã¬½üɚËêÚǾÄÚÚ¬õ
¬Ä9ê½üǾǼǽȄɛɇ¬æ¬Þ¤ÚææËû×Ú¬ÄÞê©
×½ÞêÚÞÞĈÚÞæöËÚÞɇĈÚÞæÞæ×Þɇ©××ü
faces etc, The young children are also
in the “football way” already, in regularly
attending games at the Keepmoat
]æ¬êÃæËöæ©ËÄÞæÚYËõÚÞɌ
.½ÞËÞæ¬½½ĈÄæ©æ¬ÃæËöæ©æ©
England national team home & away,
¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤æ©ǾǼǽȄsËÚ½ê×ɇǾǼǽȅDæ¬ËÄÞ
=¤êĈÄ½ÞʲÃ½ËËº¬Ä¤£ËÚöÚæËæ©¬Þ
year’s European Championships.
Any further spare time would be taken
up by walking our Airedale Terrier, going
æËËÄÚæÞËÚÃËÚæÚõ½ɈDËæ¬ÃæË
slow down… not yet!

It’s been enjoyable to engage with the
æÃÞæËÞêÞÞ£ê½½ü½¬õÚõÚ¬ËêÞ
¤Ë½Þæ©æê½æ¬Ãæ½ü½½ËöêÞæËÞÚõ
our customers better.
c©¬ÞÞº¬½½Þæ¬Þæ©ÄõÚüæÚÄÞ£Ú½ɇ
ÞöËÚº¬Ä¤ö¬æ©¬Ä¬ąÚÄæê½æêÚÞÄ
êÞ¬ÄÞÞÞ¤¬õÞÃÚ½Ã×æ©üËÄ
how to approach more challenging tasks.

2. What is your largest achievement in career year to date?

4. What is the future for FD roles?

Academically, it was really satisfying
to obtain both my professional
Ùê½¬Ĉæ¬ËÄÄCɌ

Work-wise, Sherwin-Williams is a
ê½æêÚÄæÃö©ÚöÄõÚ
rest on our laurels.

Cüɬ½õ½ÚÞê½æÞ¬Ä½õ¬Ä¤Þ©ËË½Þ©Ëê½
©õÄææÚɇÞË.öÞæÚÃ¬Ä
æË©¬õÃËÚɇÃ¬½½üɌc©
×ÚË£ÞÞ¬ËÄ½Ùê½¬Ĉæ¬ËÄ¤¬õÞÃÞê©
a strong technical background, whilst the
CÄ©ÄÞÃüɸ×ÚæÄÚ¬Ä¤ɹ××ÚË©
to my current role.

.Ã×ÚÞÄæ½üÞÚõ¬Ä¤Þæ©Ú¤¬ËÄ½½ËÄ
a large systems project, and also supporting
our local team within their modules. This
work is focused on process and data for
both our line of business and Corporate
teams. It’s a great global team project
where I’m honoured to play a key role.

It all depends on the size of business, as
õÚü½Ú¤êÞ¬ÄÞÞÞÞËÃæ¬ÃÞ£õËêÚ
æ©ÚËêæË£Þ©ÚÞÚõ¬£êÄæ¬ËÄÞɇÞË
it’s a case of working closely to ensure the
ĈÄÄ¬½¬Äæ¤Ú¬æüÚÃ¬ÄÞÞÚËêÞæɇö©¬½Þæ
êÞ¬Ä¤Ć¬Ä¬ÞÞõæË¬Äæ¤Úææ©
ĈÄÄ¬½æÃÞö¬æ©¬Äæ©ËÃÃÚ¬½Ä
J×Úæ¬Ä¤×ÚæÞË£æ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞæËÚ¬õ
decision making & aim to match pound
notes against all business decisions.

The SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY was
founded by Henry Sherwin and Edward
s¬½½¬ÃÞ¬ÄǽȄȂȂɌcËüɇæ©ËÃ×Äü
¬Þ¤½Ë½½Ú¬Äæ©õ½Ë×ÃÄæɇ
manufacture and sale of coatings and
related products with more than 33,000
employees and business in 109 countries.

As one of the leading manufacturers in
æ©öËÚ½ö©ËÄ×ÚËõ¬£ê½½
range of professional coatings products
ÄÞÚõ¬Þɇ]©Úö¬Äɬs¬½½¬ÃÞËæ¬Ä¤Þ
×ÚËêæÞ×ÚËõ¬ûæÄÞ¬õÞË½êæ¬ËÄÞ
for protecting and beautifying surfaces.
]Úõ¬£¬½¬æ¬ÞÚËÞÞæ©Ú¤¬ËÄ

ÄÞêÚûæÄÞ¬õ×ÚËêæõ¬½¬½¬æüÄ
consistent, accurate colour matching.

Sherwin-Williams
c©ËÚÄ½¬ąVÚºÞææɇc©ËÚÄ½¬ąYɇ
©×½æËöÄɇ]©Ć½]ǿȁǾyV
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FUNDING
MARKETS
by Kevan Shaw, Director, Castle Square Corporate Finance

%ÚËÃËêÚ×ÚÞ×æ¬õæÞæ½]ÙêÚËÚ×ËÚæ%¬ÄÄɇ
ǾǼǽȅöÞÞæÚËÄ¤üÚ¬Äæ©CÚ¤ÚÞÄÙê¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄÞ
ÃÚºæÞɇ¬ÄÞ×¬æË£êÄÚæ¬ÄæüêÞüÚû¬æɇ×Ë½¬æ¬½
æêÚÃË¬½¬Äæ©g;Äæ©¤ÄÚ½½æ¬ËÄɌ
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sÞöÞæÚËÄ¤½æ¬õ¬æüÚËÞÞ
½½º¬ÄÞË£æÚÄÞæ¬ËÄÞ¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤ɇ
CÄ¤ÃÄæêüɬJêæÞɇËÚ×ËÚæ
Ùê¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄÞÄ¬Þ×ËÞ½ÞɇÚĈÄÄ¬Ä¤
Ä¤ÚËöæ©×¬æ½£êÄÚ¬Þ¬Ä¤ɇº
üËæ©æÄVÚ¬õæÙê¬æüɌ

×êÞ©¬Ä¤ËêæÞ©ĉËö½æÚÃæ
æËËÃ×Ä¬Þö¬æ©ÞæÚËÄ¤ÄÞ©
¤ÄÚæ¬õ×ÚËĈæÞæÚÃÞɇÚæ©Ú
æ©Äæ©½Ä¬Ä¤£ËêÞ¬Ä¤ËÄ£ê½½ü
ÞêÚÞÞæºæɇ¬Ä¤¬Äæ©
Ã·ËÚ¬æüɇÚæ©Úæ©Äæ©Ã¬ÄËÚ¬æüɌ

An unusually large proportion of the
æÚÄÞæ¬ËÄæü×Þæ©æöÞööÞ
¬ÄæÚÃÞË£ËÃ×Ä¬Þ½ËËº¬Ä¤æË
Ú¬Þ£êÄÞ£ËÚ¤ÚËöæ©ɇ¬æ©Ú£ËÚÄö
×ÚËêæÞɒ¬ÞËÚæË£êÄ¤ÚËöæ©
¬ÄÃÚºæ½¬Ä¤×ÚËêæÞ¤¬Ä¬Ä¤
æÚæ¬ËÄ¬ÄɸÄöËÄËÃüɹÚÞɇÞê©
Þæ©ÄË½Ë¤üËÚÚÄö½ÄÚ¤üɌ

+ËöõÚɇ¬ÄÚÄæÃËÄæ©ÞÄÄËæ½ü
Þ¬Äæ©¤ÄÚ½½æ¬ËÄÚËê¤©æ
½Ú¬æü¬ÄÚû¬æɇËê×½Ë£æ©½Ú¬Ä¤
ÄºÞË×Úæ¬Ä¤¬Äæ©g;æ©æÚ
©ÙêÚæÚ½Þö©Ú¬ÄêÚË×ɇ
ÞÃæËË×æ¬Ä¤ÃËÚêæ¬ËêÞ
ÞæÄɇêæ£ËÚÄË×Úæ¬ê½ÚÚÞËÄËæ©Ú
æ©Äö¬æ¬Ä¤æËÞ©ËöÚû¬æ×ÄÞËêæ¬Ä
æÚÃÞË£¬æÞ¬Ã×æËÄæ©g;ËÄËÃüɌ

r½êæ¬ËÄÞË£¤ËËÙê½¬æüËÃ×Ä¬Þ
öÚÚËêÞæÚËÞÞ½½æÚÄÞæ¬ËÄ
æü×ÞÄæ©£êÄ¬Ä¤ÃÚºæÞöÚ
×Úæ¬ê½Ú½üÞæÚËÄ¤ɇ©õ¬Ä¤ÄÞË
£ËÚ¤ËË£öüÚÞÄËöɌg;Þ
½Ú¬Ä¤ÄºÞɇ©õÄæ¬õ½ü
½Ä¬Ä¤Þö©Ë½£ËÚÄêÃÚË£
üÚÞÄËöɇö¬æ©æ©ÄêÃÚË£ÄºÞ

%ËÚæêÄæ½üɇæ©¬ÞÞæÄ¬ÞõÚüÃê©
Ã¬ÄËÚ¬æüËÄɇö¬æ©õ¬½¬½¬æüË£æ
¬Äæ©g;£êÄ¬Ä¤ÃÚºæÞêÚÚÄæ½üæ
êÄ×ÚÄæ½õ½Þ¬ÄæÚÃÞË£½¬Ùê¬¬æüɇ
æ©ÄêÃÚË£æ¬õ½ÄÚÞÄæ©
ÚÄ¤Ë£æ£êÄ¬Ä¤Ë×æ¬ËÄÞõ¬½½Ɍ

Kevan Shaw, Director, Castle
Square Corporate Finance
;õÄÚæÞæ½]ÙêÚ
ËÚ×ËÚæ%¬ÄÄ¬ÄJæËÚ
ǾǼǼȅɇêÚ¬Ä¤ö©¬©æ¬Ãɇ©
©Þõ¬ÞËÄõÞæCÚ¤Úʲ
Ùê¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄÞ½Þɇ¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤
CÄ¤ÃÄæêüɬ.ÄÞɒêüɬ
JêæÞɇõ½Ë×ÃÄæ×¬æ½
%êÄÚ¬Þ¬Ä¤ÞÄ¬Þ×ËÞ½ÞɌ
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Funding Markets ËÄæ¬Äê
c©¬ÄõÞæÃÄæÚ¬æÚ¬Ë£rcɹÞ¬Þ
determined by legislation, and in order
æËÙê½¬£ü£ËÚæ©¤ÄÚËêÞ¬ÄõÞæËÚæû
relief, the criteria pushed VCT funds
towards smaller, earlier stage and hence
©¬¤©ÚÚ¬Þº¬ÄõÞæÃÄæÞɇö©¬©¬ÄæêÚÄ
×ÚËõ¬Þ½¬Ùê¬Ùê¬æüÃÚºæ£ËÚ
eligible businesses.

So what debt options are available to UK corporates?
.Ä¬æ¬ËÄæËÞ©ĉËö½ææü×¬½½ü
õ¬ê×æËĈõɬüÚæÚÃ½ËÄÞɇÃËÞæg;
clearing banks carry a full range of Asset
Backed Lending (ABL) products to fund
öËÚº¬Ä¤×¬æ½ɇ£ËÚûÃ×½ɇ.ÄõË¬
%¬ÄÄɇ]æËº%¬ÄÄɇÄæÚĈÄÄɇ
½½ö¬½½æ¬õ¬Ä×ÚË×Úæü½Ä¬Ä¤Ɍ
+ËöõÚɇæ©ÚÚÄõÚɬ¤ÚËö¬Ä¤
number of challenger banks attempting
to disrupt the traditional banking market.
c©Þ£êÄÚÞ½ö¬æ©¬ÄÄËõæ¬õ
½Ä¬Ä¤ÞË½êæ¬ËÄÞɇö©¬©æü×¬½½ü¬ÄõË½õÞ

Some of these Asset Backed Lenders
½ÞËÄËöËąÚÞ©ĉËö½½ËÄÞÞ
top up lending, albeit on shorter lending
timeframes than the banks. A number
also are able to deploy loans under the
Enterprise Finance Guarantee Scheme,
where a proportion of the loan is backed
üÞêÚ¬æü£ÚËÃ¤ËõÚÄÃÄæɌ
JõÚæ©æ½ÞæĈõüÚÞËÚÞËɇö©õ
½ÞËÞÄÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ½¬Ùê¬¬æüÚæ¬Ä
æ©g;æÃÚºæÞõ¬æ©Ú¬ÞË£æ
£êÄÞɇö©ÚÄêÃÚËêÞ¬ÄÞæ¬æêæ¬ËÄÞ©õ

ǾǼǽȅöÞêËüÄæüÚ¬ÄæÚÃÞË£ËÚ×ËÚæĈÄÄæ¬õ¬æüɌ.ÄǾǼǾǼɇ
ö©õ½ÚüÞÄÄ¬ÄÚÞ¬Äæ©ÄêÃÚË££Þæɬ¤ÚËö¬Ä¤ËÃ×Ä¬Þ
××ÚË©¬Ä¤êÞËêæ£êÄ¬Ä¤£ËÚ¤ÚËöæ©ɇ½ËÄ¤Ãüæ©¬ÞæÚÄËÄæ¬ÄêɌ
º×¬Ä¤æ©¬Ä¤ÞÞ¬Ã×½ü×ÚËõ¬¬Ä¤æÚÃ
½ËÄÞÄÚõË½õ¬Ä¤Ú¬æ£¬½¬æ¬ÞæË£êÄ
acquisition, growth and working capital,
instead of the traditional banking model
which would split the lending into multiple
streams of asset backed facilities.
There are also more specialist Asset
º=ÄÚÞæ¬õ¬Äæ©ÃÚºææ©Ä
õÚɌc©ÞËÃ×Ä¬Þ×ÚËõ¬ÞæÚËÄ¤Ú
=ËąÚ¬Ä¤æ©Äæ©ÄºÞ¬ÄæÚÃÞË£
½¬õÚüË£ÙêÄæêÃË££¬½¬æ¬Þɇĉû¬¬½¬æü
and a fuller range of ABL products. Some
½ÞËËąÚ¬Ä¤ÃËÚËÃ×½û£êÄ¬Ä¤½¬ÄÞ
into niche areas such as construction
ĈÄÄɇ£êÄ¬Ä¤¤¬ÄÞæõ½êæ¬ËÄÞË£
work done.

Ú¬Þ£êÄÞ¬Äæ©ÞÃöüÞVÚ¬õæ
Equity institutions, but with the strategy
Ë£×½Ëü¬Ä¤¬Ä½ËÄ¤ɬæÚÃæËąÚ¬Ä¤ÞɌ
s©¬½æ©¬Þº¬ÄË£æ¬ÞÃËÚû×ÄÞ¬õ
than more traditional banking or ABL debt,
ö¬æ©ËÞæÞæü×¬½½üȄɫǽǼʦɇ¬æËąÚÞÚ½
×ËÞ¬æ¬õÞ¬ÄæÚÃÞË£ÞæÚêæêÚɇæËÞê××ËÚæ
Buy-Outs, acquisitions or growth capital,
in that, depending on the approach of a
particular fund, key features are:
.æ¬ÞÞ©ĉËö½ĈÄÄɇÚæ©Úæ©Ä
focusing on security or assets
Þ©¬Þ×ÚËõ¬ü½ËÄÞËÚÚõË½õ¬Ä¤
ÚÞæ£¬½¬æ¬ÞɇÞËËąÚÞÞ¬Ã×½¬¬æü
The clearing banking stays with the
incumbent lender
c©æÄÃËÚæ¬ÞËõÚê×æËȄüÚÞ
Loans can include repayment holidays
Debt can be structured partly or wholly
on long terms bullet repayment

The debt funds can focus more on
lending to medium sized or larger
corporate entities.
In terms of smaller companies, debt
funding options, in circumstances where
a traditional bank will not lend, include the
regional growth funds and a number of IT
½½Ä¬Ä¤×½æ£ËÚÃÞ×ÚËõ¬¬Ä¤êÄÞêÚ
½ËÄÞææ©ÞêʋȁǼǼɇǼǼǼ½õ½½ËÄ¤Þ¬
peer to peer lending platforms.

JÄæ©¬Ä¤öËÚæ©ĈÄ½ÃÄæ¬ËÄËÄæ©
banking markets, is that the attitude and
approach of the traditional UK based
½Ú¬Ä¤ÄºÞ©Ä¤ÞÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ½ü¬Ä
VÚ¬õæÙê¬æüæÚÄÞæ¬ËÄÞɇö¬æ©æ
ÞæÚêæêÚÞ£ËêÞÃËÚËÄÞ©ĉËö½
ĈÄÄÄ½ËÄ¤ÚɬæÚÃæÞæÚêæêÚÞɌ
%ËÚûÃ×½ɇ¬Äæü×¬½VÚ¬õæÙê¬æü
sponsored deal, up to two thirds of any
debt can be on a bullet repayment,
ÞËÃæ¬ÃÞê×æËÞõÄüÚÞ¬ÄæÚÃÞɇ
with only one third of the debt amortising
ËõÚæü×¬½ĈõɬüÚ×Ú¬ËɌ

.£æ©Ú¬ÞVÚ¬õæÙê¬æü]×ËÄÞËÚ
present in a transaction, typically there
will be a buy and build acquisition
strategy or an organic growth story,
ÞËÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæÃËêÄæÞË£ÃËÚæ¬Þ¬Ä¤
æöËê½ËêÄæÚ×ÚËêæ¬õÄ
therefore the bullet based structures
allow a company to generate cash to
fund acquisitions or growth.

quality and safer debt, generating a yield,
in what by its nature will be a quality
business, with a quality management
æÃɇºüÄ¬ÄõÞæËÚö¬æ©ɸ×
pockets’ if follow on funding is needed.
]ËɇËõÚ½½ɇæ©£êÄ¬Ä¤ÃÚºæÞÚ
buoyant, 2019 was a buoyant year in
æÚÃÞË£ËÚ×ËÚæĈÄÄæ¬õ¬æüɌ.Ä
ǾǼǾǼɇö©õ½ÚüÞÄÄ¬ÄÚÞ

JõÚæ©æ½ÞæĈõüÚÞËÚÞËɇö©õ½ÞËÞÄÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ½¬Ùê¬¬æü
Úæ¬Äæ©g;æÃÚºæÞõ¬æ©Ú¬ÞË£æ£êÄÞɇö©ÚÄêÃÚËêÞ
¬ÄÞæ¬æêæ¬ËÄÞ©õÚ¬Þ£êÄÞ¬Äæ©ÞÃöüÞVÚ¬õæÙê¬æü¬ÄÞæ¬æêæ¬ËÄÞɇ
êæö¬æ©æ©ÞæÚæ¤üË£×½Ëü¬Ä¤¬Ä½ËÄ¤ɬæÚÃæËąÚ¬Ä¤ÞɌ

On their part banks are willing to lend
longer term and without tangible asset
security as they see this kind of debt as

in the number of fast-growing companies
approaching us about funding for growth,
long may this trend continue.

If equity is needed for a transaction or
£ËÚ¤ÚËöæ©×¬æ½ɇæ©VÚ¬õæÙê¬æü
markets are equally strong.
For established companies there is
ÄõÚɬ¬ÄÚÞ¬Ä¤ÄêÃÚË£VÚ¬õæ
Ùê¬æüĈÚÃÞ××ÚË©¬Ä¤êÞɇ©õ¬Ä¤
raised new funds and looking for
Ë××ËÚæêÄ¬æ¬ÞɌc©ÚÚVÚ¬õæÙê¬æü
options for all sizes of equity funding
requirements, large or small, should debt
Ë×æ¬ËÄÞÄËæõ¬½½ËÚ××ÚË×Ú¬æɌ
Not all companies will be able to
ææÚæVÚ¬õæÙê¬æüɇÞɇö©¬½æ©Ú¬Þ
Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ½¬Ùê¬¬æüÚËêÄ¬Äæ©¬ÞÞ×æ
Ë£æ©Ùê¬æüÃÚºæɇVÚ¬õæÙê¬æü
ĈÚÃÞæÄæËºËÃ×Ä¬Þæ©æÚ
¬ÄõÞæÃÄæÚü¬ÄæÚÃÞË£©õ¬Ä¤
strong managements teams, quality
×ÚËêæÄÞÚõ¬ËąÚ¬Ä¤Þɇ¤ÚËöæ©
prospects in the right markets and with
robust systems and infrastructure.
Fast growing early stage companies also
©õ£êÄ¬Ä¤Ë×æ¬ËÄÞõ¬æ©rÄæêÚ
Capital Trust (VCT’s) markets. In 2019
Ä¬ÄæËǾǼǾǼɇæ©Ú©õÄÄÚ
ËÄ¤Ë¬Ä¤Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄærc£êÄÚ¬Þ¬Ä¤ÞÞ
¬ÄõÞæËÚÞÚææÚææËüæ©ǿǼʦæû
Ú½¬£ËÄ¬ÄõÞæÃÄæɌ

]©Ć½ÞÞæ½]ÙêÚËÚ×ËÚæ%¬ÄÄËąÚ×ÚËɬæ¬õËÚ×ËÚæĈÄÄõ¬æË½¬ÄæÞæ©ÚËê¤©Ëêææ©
g;ɇæ¬½ËÚ¬Ä¤ËêÚÞÚõ¬æËËêÚ½¬ÄæÞÄæ©¬ÚÃÚºæÞɇ¤¬õ¬Ä¤êÞÄÄõ¬½ÚËÚË£ÞêÞÞ£ê½½üËÃ×½æ¬Ä¤½Þɇ
¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤Ùê¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄÞÄÃÚ¤ÚÞɇCÄ¤ÃÄæêüɬJêæÞÄêüɬ.ÄÞɇĈÄÄÚ¬Þ¬Ä¤Ä¬Þ×ËÞ½ÞɌ
@castlesquarecf w www.castlesquarecf.co.uk

öööɌ½¬Äº¬ÄɌËÃɒËÃ×ÄüɒÞæ½ɬÞÙêÚɬËÚ×ËÚæɬĈÄÄ
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s+cC;]yJg

UNIQUE?
C¬©½½ËËºɇ+Ë£%¬ÄÄɇsË½ąºÚÄ=¬Ã¬æ
C¬©½½©ÞöËÚº¬Ä%¬ÄÄÞ¬ÄǽȅȅǿÄ¬ÄǾǼǼǿ·Ë¬Ä+cÞÄ
ÞÞ¬ÞæÄæËêÄæÄæɌ.ÄǾǼǼȃɇÞ©Ã.CÙê½¬ĈõÄ¬Ä¤æË
CÄ¤ÃÄæËêÄæÄæɇÄ¬Ä9ÄêÚüǾǼǽȁöÞ×ÚËÃËææË%¬ÄÄ¬½
ËÄæÚË½½ÚɌ%ÚËÃDËõÃÚǾǼǽȄÞ©©ÞæºÄËÄæ©ÚË½Ë£+Ë£
%¬ÄÄæsË½ąºÚÄ=¬Ã¬æɌ
Þæ©½ÚË£æ©×ºɇsJ=%%;YDÞ¬ÄÞæÞÞæÄÚÞ¬Äæ©ÄË½Ë¤ü
ÄÞÚõ¬ɇ¬Äæ¤ÚæÞÞææË£æ©ÚæÚ¬õæ©ÄË½Ë¤ü¬Ä¬æÞÚÄÞɇÄ
ËÄæ¬ÄêËêÞ½üõ½Ë×ÞÄöÃË½Þɫ£ËÚÃËÚĆ¬ÄüÄÞ£æüêÚ¬Ä¤
æÚÄÞ×ËÚææ¬ËÄɇÞÞÃ½üÄË×Úæ¬ËÄËÄæ©ËÄÞæÚêæ¬ËÄÞ¬æɌ
s¬æ©¬æÞËöÄÚÄæ½ĉæË£××ÚËûɌȃǼǼÚÄÞɇsJ=%%;YD¬ÞËÄË£
æ©½Ú¤Þæ×ÚËõ¬ÚÞ¬Äæ©¬ÞÚæËüɌ.æêÄÚ½¬ÄÞæ©ĉû¬¬½¬æüÄ
üÄÃ¬ÞÃË£æ©ÚÄËÄÞæÚêæ¬ËÄÞ×¬½¬Þæɇö©ËÞÚõÞêÞæËÃÚÞ
Äæ¬ËÄ½½üÄ¬ÄæÚÄæ¬ËÄ½½üÞÃÄê£æêÚÚÄÞÚõ¬×ÚËõ¬ÚɌ
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What makes you unique? continued

Q1.

Q2.

Q3.

Q4.

Q5.

Q6.

What lead you to a career
in accountancy?

What made you decide to follow
the AAT route rather than go to
University/Graduate route?

What are some of the major
challenges you have encountered
during your time at HTC?

What challenges do you think
the business will encounter in
the next 12 months?

Would you change anything
about your career if you had
the chance?

What advice would you
give anyone considering
accountancy as a career?

æǽȄ.öÞÄËæÚ½½üÞêÚö©æÚÚ
×æ©.öÄææËæºɇÃüĈÚÞæÚË½öÞ
a Receptionist/Accounts Assistant
ö©¬©¤õÃÄ¬ÄÞ¬¤©æ¬ÄæËËêÄæÞ
which I found to be of interest to me.

It was something I just fell into really,
it wasn’t that I had a preference for
ËÄËõÚæ©Ëæ©ÚɌ¤¬Ä¬ÄÃüĈÚÞæ
role a colleague of mine recommended
doing GCSE Accounts to see if this was
ĈÄ¬æ½üæ©ÚËêæ.öÄææËæºɌ
After completing this I carried on to do
ɬ½õ½ËêÄæ¬Ä¤ö©¬©¤õÃæ
æ©æ¬ÃûÃ×æ¬ËÄÞ£ÚËÃæ©ĈÚÞæÞæ¤
of AAT. I wanted to continue my studies
Ä¤¬Äæ©Ùê½¬Ĉæ¬ËÄæ©æöËê½
open doors to other opportunities. Upon
completion of AAT I obtained exemptions
£ÚËÃæ©ĈÚÞæÞæ¤Ë£.CɌ

I joined HTC in 2003 as Assistant
Accountant shortly after the company
©Ú½ËææË]©Ć½ɌêÚ¬Ä¤Ãüæ¬Ã
at HTC the company has encountered
some phenomenal highs from being
exceptionally busy, along with some
õÞææ¬Ä¤½ËöÞ£ÚËÃæ©£æÚÃæ©Ë£
æ©ËÄËÃ¬ËöÄæêÚÄæöÄǾǼǼȄ
and 2013 sadly resulting in redundancies.

The implications of Brexit for the UK
Construction industry still remains
êÄ½Úɇ©ËöõÚÄËɬ½Úû¬æöËê½
cause numerous problems when it comes
to importing and exporting goods.

I do think I took the long way round with
Ú¤ÚÞæËÃüÞæê¬Þö©¬½.öÞĈÄ¬Ä¤
Ãü£æɑ©ËöõÚɇæ©×æ©.©ËÞ©Þ
Ä©ÚæÚê¬½¬Ä¤Ä¤¬õÄÃÄ
û×ËÞêÚæËõÚ¬æüË£ÚË½ÞÄêæ¬Þ
ö¬æ©¬Äæ©ĈÄÄ×ÚæÃÄæö©¬©©Þ
¤¬õÄÃæ©æËË½ÞæËË©ÃüæÃÄ
æ©ËÄĈÄæË½æ©×ÚæÃÄæɌ

&æÞÃê©û×ËÞêÚæË¬ąÚÄæÚË½Þ
and gain as much experience as possible
and from this you will understand what
üËêÚ¤ËËæÄĈÄæ©ÚË½æËö©¬©
you are best suited.

.¬ÄËæÞæËêæö¬æ©ĈÄ×½Ä
to be a Financial Controller, nor Head
of Finance for that matter, but I always
wanted to learn and accepted when
¤¬õÄË××ËÚæêÄ¬æ¬Þ£ËÚÞ½£ɬõ½Ë×ÃÄæɇ
which in turn resulted in a natural career
progression.

I do feel like I had the best of both
worlds by gaining working experience
whilst studying at the same time.

In May 2015 tower crane manufacturer
sË½ąºÚÄÙê¬Ú+cɇæ©¬ÞöÞÄ
exciting time for HTC to become a
£ê½½ü¬Äæ¤Úæ×ÚæË£æ©sË½ą£Ã¬½ü
ÄÄËæËÄ½üĈ½½æ©Ã×½ËüÞö¬æ©
ÚÞæËÚËÄĈÄêæêÞæËÃÚÞæËËɌ

c©ÄörcÚõÚÞ©Ú¤æ©æö¬½½
apply from 1st October has caused a few
concerns, in particular ensuring that our
accounting system is updated to deal
ö¬æ©æ©ÚõÚÞ©Ú¤ÄÃº¬Ä¤
ÞêÚ½½Þæąö©ËÚÚÞ×ËÄÞ¬½£ËÚrc
ËêÄæ¬Ä¤Ú£Ã¬½¬Úö¬æ©æ©ÚõÚÞ
charge and how it will operate. We also
aim to switch to monthly VAT returns to
Ã¬Ä¬Ã¬Þæ©ąæÞËÄÞ©ĉËöɌ

.ɹÃÄËæõËæ¬Ä¤æ©æö½½ÃËõæË
four-day week but we can certainly take
the learning from what these companies
are doing with smart work and smart rest.

.½öüÞõ¬ÞÃüË½½¤êÞæËæº
õÚüË××ËÚæêÄ¬æü£ËÚÞ½£ɬõ½Ë×ÃÄæ
æ©æ¬Þõ¬½½æËæ©Ãö©æ©Úæ©æ
æÚ¬Ä¬Ä¤ËêÚÞÞɇÞsË½ąºÚÄ¬ÞõÚü
Þê××ËÚæ¬õ¬ÄËąÚ¬Ä¤¬æÞÃ×½ËüÞ
æÚ¬Ä¬Ä¤ö©¬©ÄĈæÞËæ©æ©ËÃ×Äü
Äæ©¬Ä¬õ¬ê½ɇËÚ¤¬Ä¬Ä¤û×Ú¬Ä
¬Ä½ÚÄ¬Ä¤¬ąÚÄæÚË½ÞüËąÚ¬Ä¤æË
help another member within the team
during busy periods.
If your focus is more on what you can do
for a company than the other way round
then you will in turn progress in your career.

sJ=%%;YD=æɌ]©Ć½&ÚÄ¤ɇC¬½½=Äɇ]©Ć½ɇ]ȅǽ+s
cɆʐȀȀǽȃǼȅȁȁȅȂȂȄ%ɆʐȀȀǽȃǼȅȁȁȃǿǾȂsɆöööɌöË½ąºÚÄɌËÃɒöÞ¬æɒÄɒ¤
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IT HAPPENED, APPARENTLY
by Dale Spink, Client Director, Brewster Partners, Accountancy & Finance Recruitment

£æÚüÚÞË£ËÃ¬Äæ¬Ä¤æ©ÄöÞÄ¬ÞêÞÞ¬ËÄÞɇ½æêÚÞ£ÚËÃ%ËËº×Ë½¬æ¬¬ÄÞ
ÄÚÃ©¬ÚËÄËÃ¬ÞæÞ£ÚËÃËæ©Þ¬ÞË£æ©£ÄɇõÄÞæËÚ¬ÞË£ÃÚÚ¬¤ÚºËöÄÞ
ËõÚö©¬©öüüËêõËæɑ%Ú¬üæ©ǿǽÞæË£9ÄêÚüöÞÃËÃÄæËêÞü.ÚÃÃÚö½½ɬ
©õ¬Ä¤ĈÄ½½üÚ¬õÃüÃËÄæ©½üÞ½Úü£æÚÄêÚ¬Ä¤ö©æ£½æ½¬ºȅǼüÃËÄæ©Ɍ
Also, three and a half years after the
referendum and after three extensions
at 11.00pm on January 31st 2020 we
exited the EU, seemingly quietly with
little drama. Where were all the strikes,
the collapsed businesses, the street
brawls, the mass exit of EU nationals
ĉËË¬Ä¤æ©¬Ú×ËÚæÞɍ.ÄÞËÃöüÞ¬æ
reminded me of the millennium bug.

So what does it mean for UK businesses?
For now, we are in a transitional period
Ä¬ÄÚ½¬æüõÚü½¬ææ½©Þ©Ä¤Ɍ
.æɹÞæËË½ææËÚõËºÚæ¬½ȁǼɇÚû¬æ
is happening that is not up for dispute
Ä¬æ¬ÞÄËöËõÚæËËÚ¬Þ9Ë©ÄÞËÄÄ
©¬ÞæÃË£õ¬ÞËÚÞæËÄ¤Ëæ¬æÄö
trade deals with Europe and the rest of
the world, by the 31st December 2020.

c©g;¬ÞÄËö¬Ä×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄæËÄ¤Ëæ¬æÄöæÚ½Þö¬æ©êÚË×Ä
æ©ÚÞæË£æ©öËÚ½Äæ©Ú½¬æü¬Þæ©ææ©¬ÞËê½ÞËÃæ©¬Ä¤öËê½
×ÚËÞ×Ú£ÚËÃɌ
VÚ©×ÞÚ¬æÄÞæË¤¬õÄæË
our resilience as a nation, after all less
than a decade ago most of us were
working through the biggest recession
Þ¬Äæ©]ËÄsËÚ½sÚɌs©¬©õÚ
öüüËêõËæÄö©æõÚüËêÚ
opinion on the decision, Brexit has
happened and we get on with it.

+ËöõÚɇ¬ÄÞæË£æ©¬Äº¬Ä¤Ëêæ
Äü×ËæÄæ¬½Ä¤æ¬õ¬Ã×æɇ©Ëö
many businesses are wondering what
opportunities this could present to them?
As a recruiter I meet stakeholders of a
range of businesses from family owned
SMEs to large PLCs as well as international
organisations and I see a broad mix in
terms of Brexit preparation and opinion.

For some companies there is concern
üæõÚü½¬ææ½×Ú×Úæ¬ËÄÞÃÞæË©õ
been done to look at potential risks. Others
©õ©æÃÞË£Ä½üÞæÞÞÃ¬Ä¤½ü
½ËËº¬Ä¤æõÚü×ËÞÞ¬½ËêæËÃæËæ©¬Ú
êÞ¬ÄÞÞÞËÄÄüÄõÚüæÚ
æÚÃö¬æ©õÚüËêÄæÚü£ËÚæ©Äûæ
thousand years. One thing history teaches
êÞ¬Þæ©æö©æõÚ¬ÄêÞæÚüüËêÚ¬Äɇ
your competition will be looking into ways
to exploit something new.
The UK is now in a position to negotiate
new trade deals with Europe and the rest
of the world and the reality is that this
could be something we could prosper
£ÚËÃɌ.öËê½½ËõæËÞyËÚºÞ©¬Ú
businesses leading the way with new
trading opportunities with the rest of
the world and I hope to see businesses
¬ÄõË½õö¬æ©Ä¤Ëæ¬æ¬ËÄÞÄÚ×¬Ä¤æ©
ÄĈæÞË£Äö¬ÄæÚÄæ¬ËÄ½Ú½æ¬ËÄÞ©¬×ÞɌ
Yes, in a market with skills shortages
and with precarious GDP growth we
ÄæË×Ú×Ú£ËÚÄüõÚÞ¬Ã×æÞ
Brexit may present but let’s not lose the
pioneering spirit of our Pilgrim Fathers –
Yorkshire is open for business.
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.ÄÄêÄÚæ¬ÄöËÚ½ɌɌɌ

one thing
is for certain
Brewster Partners Recruitment Group are committed
to helping support our valued candidates and clients.
JêÚû×Ú¬ÄæÃ©Þæ©¬½¬æüæË×ÚËõ¬ËêÚ£ê½½ÚÄ¤Ë£ÞÚõ¬Þ
and solutions from home, so rest assured nothing will change.
sÚ½æË×ÚËõ¬©¬¤©Ùê½¬æüɇ£½û¬½öËÚº£ËÚÄ©õÞæÚËÄ¤
ÄæöËÚºË£æÃ×ËÚÚüÄ¬ÄæÚ¬ÃÄ¬æÞö©ËÚÚüæËËõÚºü
ÚË½ÞɌCÄüË£æ©ÞÚõ¬½½æËöËÚº¬ÃÃ¬æ½üɇ¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤Ä¬æÞ
ö©ËÄ×ÚËõ¬ÞË½êæ¬ËÄÚÃËæ½üɇ¬£æ©æ¬Þ××ÚË×Ú¬ææËüËêÚêÞ¬ÄÞÞɌ
Video managed interview processes and interviews
available via Skype, Facetime, WhatsApp or Zoom

Please call one of our
offices for details:
]©££¬½Ɇ
T: 0114 399 0590
=ÞɆ
T: 0113 834 3170
ËÄÞæÚɆ
T: 01302 308 040
Þæ½ËÄ¬Ä¤æËÄɆ
T: 01332 982 010

Video managed
interview processes
and interviews
available

